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Computational insights and the 
observation of SiC nanograin 
assembly: towards 2D silicon 
carbide
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Timothy J. Pennycook 1, Clemens Mangler1, Jani Kotakoski  1 & Jannik C. Meyer 1

While an increasing number of two-dimensional (2D) materials, including graphene and silicene, have 
already been realized, others have only been predicted. An interesting example is the two-dimensional 
form of silicon carbide (2D-SiC). Here, we present an observation of atomically thin and hexagonally 
bonded nanosized grains of SiC assembling temporarily in graphene oxide pores during an atomic 
resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy experiment. Even though these small grains 
do not fully represent the bulk crystal, simulations indicate that their electronic structure already 
approaches that of 2D-SiC. This is predicted to be flat, but some doubts have remained regarding 
the preference of Si for sp3 hybridization. Exploring a number of corrugated morphologies, we find 
completely flat 2D-SiC to have the lowest energy. We further compute its phonon dispersion, with a 
Raman-active transverse optical mode, and estimate the core level binding energies. Finally, we study 
the chemical reactivity of 2D-SiC, suggesting it is like silicene unstable against molecular absorption or 
interlayer linking. Nonetheless, it can form stable van der Waals-bonded bilayers with either graphene 
or hexagonal boron nitride, promising to further enrich the family of two-dimensional materials once 
bulk synthesis is achieved.

In the wake of the 2004 discovery of graphene, the single-atom thin form of hexagonal carbon1, two-dimensional 
(2D) materials have attracted increasing attention. They can be divided into two classes: inherently layered mate-
rials bound by van der Waals interactions, including hexagonal boron nitride (hBN)2, phosphorene3 and tran-
sition metal dichalcogenides such as molybdenum disulphide4; and those with non-planar covalent bonding in 
their bulk form. An important class of the latter consists of the remaining group-IV elements, namely Si, Ge, Sn 
and Pb. The first of these, composed on Si and named silicene5, 6, has been synthesized on silver substrates7, 8, and 
further fabricated into transistors9. Unlike graphene, silicene exhibits a chair-like distortion of the hexagonal 
rings, resulting in out-of-plane corrugation. Like graphene, charge carriers in silicene show a Dirac dispersion at 
the Fermi level6, although a small gap does open due to the structural distortion9.

In addition to lattices of either pure C or Si, mixed stoichiometries are possible for 2D forms of silicon car-
bide (2D-SixC1−x)10, 11. Although the s2p2 valence shell structure of Si is similar to C, its greater covalent bonding 
distance in most crystals inhibits p–p overlap, leading to sp3 hybridization. Bulk SiC exists in over 200 crystalline 
forms12, some with three-dimensional hexagonal crystal structures. For the isoatomic 2D form Si0.5C0.5 (which we 
will simply call 2D-SiC), a planar structure identical to graphene but with a bond distance of 1.77–1.79 Å—com-
pared to 1.425 Å for graphene, 1.89 Å for bulk SiC, and 2.33 Å for bulk silicon—and a large band gap (2.5–2.6 eV) 
have been predicted13–15. A recent cluster expansion study explored the space of possible C:Si mixings, finding the 
lowest formation energy for the isoatomic stoichiometry16.

In terms of experimental efforts, Lin et al. were recently able to synthesize flakes of quasi-2D SiC and SiC2 
via high-temperature thermochemical substitution reactions of exfoliated graphene with Si powder17. Although 
these flakes were not atomically thin (<10 nm in thickness) and thus closer to bulk polytypes than true 2D-SiC, 
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the authors did observe some differences in electronic structure indicative of confinement. Even more recently, 
Chabi et al. were able to use a similar method to push the average thickness down to 2–3 nm, but did not provide 
evidence on electronic properties18. Despite such efforts and the explosion of interest in two-dimensional materi-
als, no truly 2D form of SiC has yet been realized.

We present here atomic resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) observations of nano-
sized grains of SiC, found to assemble in the pores of graphene oxide (GO)19. GO is useful here for two reasons: its 
disordered structure contains nanometer-sized holes (as in disordered graphene20), and the synthesis by-products 
remaining even after purification provide an ample source of mobile C and Si adatoms. The observed patches were 
stable for tens of seconds under the intense 60 keV electron irradiation, allowing us to capture high quality images 
of the atomic configurations. The observed bonding and the measured annular dark field detector intensities 
precisely match a quantitative image simulation based on a density functional theory (DFT) model. In contrast to 
earlier observations of pure Si cluster dynamics in a graphene nanopore21, our grains contain a similar number of 
C and Si atoms, predominantly in an alternating arrangement.

We do not claim to have synthesized 2D-SiC, nor suggest that grain assembly is a practical route to the bulk 
material. Nonetheless, it is remarkable to directly observe the formation of a hexagonal SiC lattice. Our simula-
tions further indicate that the electronic structure in the largest patches does already resemble that of the bulk 
form, for which we compute several important characteristics to guide further experimental efforts.

Results and Discussion
Samples and microscopy. Our graphene oxide synthesis has been described in detail previously22 (see 
also Methods). In our transferred samples, a good coverage of single-layer GO flakes was found on the support 
grid. To study their morphology, we conducted electron microscopy in a Nion UltraSTEM100 scanning trans-
mission electron microscope operated at 60 kV. While continuously imaging a clean monolayer area of a flake, we 
were surprised to observe the conversion of a disordered area surrounding a small pore into a hexagonal lattice 
of alternating heavier and lighter atoms (Fig. 1, time between panels ~23 s, panels smoothed for clarity with a 
0.1 Å Gaussian kernel). Heavier atoms appear brighter in images recorded with an annular dark field detector, 
since greater Coulomb scattering of the probe electrons occurs from the nuclei of atoms with more protons 
(Z-contrast23). A particularly well resolved structure in panel l exhibited a triangular crystalline patch of 3 × 3 
units, whose structure could be precisely deduced from the image. By comparison with simulations (shown fur-
ther below) we can identify all lighter atoms as carbon, and the heavier ones as silicon. The lighter atoms inside 
the patch appear slightly brighter than the carbon atoms in the graphene lattice, which is a well known effect of 
probe tails in presence of the heavier neighbouring atoms23.

Under the intense electron irradiation, this patch was not stable for long, but later in the series another larger 
patch formed near the top right corner of the view (Fig. 1 panels l, n, p, r–t, v). Thus, even though the irradiation 
continuously perturbs the atomic structure, the dynamics are not fully random and there seems to be an energetic 

Figure 1. Observed time series of the assembly of atomically thin SiC nanograins. The overlaid red dashed lines 
indicate the approximate locations of the SiC regions. The triangular patch in panel l was used as the basis for 
elemental identification.
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tendency towards this periodic arrangement of atoms. The assembly of the SiC lattice may thus be considered 
as the result of beam-driven sampling of the dynamical potential energy landscape. Interestingly, the lines of Si 
atoms in different crystallites, or in the same one at different times, do not have the same angles with respect to the 
graphene lattice. This suggests that the pores merely act as suitable containing spaces24, and do not have a strong 
role in directing the assembly. An additional example, starting with heavier atoms saturating the reactive edge of 
a pore25, 26, is shown as Supplementary Fig. S1, reminiscent of the reknitting of holes in graphene25.

Structure identification. Using the experimental image (Fig. 1l) as a starting point, we created a simplified 
symmetrical model structure of six Si atoms embedded in a 9 × 9 supercell of graphene and relaxed its atomic 
structure via DFT using the GPAW package27 (Methods). We chose to omit the differently bonded Si atoms from 
the edge of the patch to keep the periodic unit cell manageable for high accuracy calculations, resulting in a model 
of 150 atoms in total (with six atomic substitutions and 12 missing C atoms). The bond lengths between the Si and 
C in the relaxed structure varied between 1.78 and 1.87 Å, depending on the atom pair. To create a larger struc-
ture for image simulations, we repeated the cell periodically and cropped a square of 27.0 × 25.4 Å (627 atoms) 
surrounding the patch. In addition, we created a primitive 2-atom unit cell for 2D-SiC. By relaxing the structure 
and optimizing the cell size using the stress tensor in plane-wave mode (Methods), we found a planar ground 
state with a Si–C bond length of 1.792 Å. Supercells of this were used to calculate a number of properties of the 
material and compare them to those of the primary bulk forms (Table 1), which also helped confirm the accuracy 
of our simulations.

To identify the atoms in Fig. 1l, we used the QSTEM software package28 to find a quantitative match of inten-
sities between experimental and simulated images. As we know that most atoms in our field of view are carbon, 
we could use the graphene lattice contrast as reference and subtract a background value measured in vacuum in 
a large hole with the same imaging conditions from the raw data prior to measuring the intensities. The image 
contrast is influenced by lens aberrations (including chromatic aberration29), thermal diffuse scattering30, finite 
source size and, importantly, the annular dark field detector angles. All these can be addressed by the QSTEM 
simulation and were set to values representing our experimental setup (Methods).

The image thus simulated (Fig. 2d) leads to a Si/C intensity ratio of 2.15 (average for all 6 Si atoms and 10 C 
atoms away from the SiC patch), with an increased intensity on the C atoms next to Si due to the probe tails23 
(although the model structure differs from the experimental structure at its edges, this does not affect the intensi-
ties of the central atoms). From the experimental image, we measured a Si/C intensity ratio of 2.17, matching the 
simulation with an error of only 1%. No other impurity element provides a similar ratio. Two-dimensional silica31, 
on the other hand, has a much larger lattice, and oxygen atoms would not form three bonds or be beam-stable32. 
Thus the investigated structure can only be SiC, which is not surprising since Si is frequently found in graphene 
samples26, 33, especially in graphene oxide prepared via wet chemistry (although its origin is still unknown). We 
could also verify the presence of Si as a major contamination in this sample by electron energy loss spectroscopy 
(Supplementary Fig. S2), but individual atoms were too mobile to reliably confirm their identity by spectroscopy.

Electronic structure of the nanograins. The electronic band structure of bulk 2D-SiC has already been 
extensively discussed in the literature13, 15. In our case, the electronic band gap was estimated by converging the 
band structure of the primitive 2-atom cell up to 8 unoccupied bands (Methods), yielding a gap of 2.58 eV (pre-
dicted to be as high as 4.42 eV due to unusually strong excitonic effects included at the G0W0 level of theory14). 
The overall band structure (Supplementary Fig. S3) is in good agreement with earlier simulations14, 15.

Using this band structure as a starting point to assess whether the nanograins resemble the bulk form in their 
properties, we calculated the Wigner-Seitz local densities of state (LDOS, Fig. 3a) of the SiC-like atoms in a single 
Si substitution and triangular patches of SiC with 3, 6 and 10 Si atoms (Fig. 3b), and compared them to 2D-SiC. A 
clear trend towards the bulk electronic structure can be observed despite the distortions in the atomic structure 
due to the embedding strain (which is known15 to affect the band gap of 2D-SiC), with the 10-Si patch exhibiting 
a clear band gap. Thus it appears that despite their small size, the largest patches we observed could already be 
considered as nanosized grains of the material. Note also that since we are comparing the local densities of states 
inside the patch, the angle with respect to the lattice or the precise arrangement of atoms outside the patch should 
not affect this result.

Polytype 2D-SiC 6H (α) 4H 3C (β)

Symmetry hexagonal hexagonal hexagonal cubic

In-plane lattice 
constant (Å) 3.104 3.0810 3.0730 4.3596

Si-C bond 
length (Å) 1.792 1.89 1.89 1.89

Bandgap (eV) 2.58 3.05 3.23 2.36

Bulk modulus 
(GPa) 98.3 220 220 250

Optical phonon 
energy (meV) 127 102.8 104.2 104.2

C 1s – Si 2p (eV) 182.19 181.954 182.355 182.1756

Table 1. Comparison of 2D-SiC properties we calculated to those of the major bulk polytypes reported in the 
literature (from ref. 53 unless otherwise indicated).
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The planarity and hybridization of 2D-SiC. Aside from the clear hexagonal bonding, the projected bond 
lengths in our experimental images are consistent with a planar 2D-SiC structure. In the literature, simulated 
2D-SiC has typically been characterized as flat13–16, but it has not been clear if there have been enough atoms 
in the chosen unit cells to allow for corrugation, and whether or not the chosen cell sizes have been imposing 
strain that prevents buckling. The flatness is somewhat surprising considering the propensity of Si to prefer sp3 
bonding, which leads to puckering in the ground state of silicene6. Furthermore, the lowest energy structure of an 
analogous material—two-dimensional phosphorus carbide (2D-PC)—was very recently predicted to be highly 
corrugated34.

To address this, we ran calculations in rectangular 4 and 8-atom unit cells, starting from different degrees of 
corrugation and cell sizes, including structures with alternating C–C and Si–Si bonds (analogous to the proposed 
ground state of 2D-PC). In all cases, the total energy of the relaxed structure was minimized for Si–C bonding 
(consistent with Shi et al.16), and lowest for an entirely planar structure (Supplementary Fig. S4). Thus, while 
there may be competition between sp2 hybridization preferred by C in its planar form and sp3 preferred by Si, the 
ground state of 2D-SiC is indeed planar.

Bader analysis35 further reveals that the Si–C bond in 2D-SiC is rather polarized15, 16, with Si donating almost 
1.2 electrons to its three C neighbours. To understand the bond hybridization in more detail, we projected the 
Kohn-Sham orbitals of a 48-atom rectangular supercell to the maximally localized Wannier orbitals36 of the 
sp2-bonded carbosilane analogue of ethene (SiH2CH2), with its Si and C atoms fixed to the locations correspond-
ing to a single Si–C bond. The resulting projector overlaps were close to unity, indicating that these sp2 molecular 
orbitals provide a good representation of the bond.

Phonon band structure and cohesive energy. We then calculated the phonon band structure of 2D-SiC 
through its dynamical matrix, estimated by displacing each primitive cell atom by a 0.08 Å displacement in the 
three Cartesian directions and calculating via DFT the forces on all other atoms in a 7 × 7 supercell (the so-called 
‘frozen phonon’ approximation; Methods). Unlike that of an earlier calculation13, the resulting phonon band 
structure (Fig. 4) contains no imaginary frequencies, demonstrating the stability of the material16. The energy of 
the Raman-active transverse optical branch at Γ is 127 meV, anticipating a G-band-like feature at 1024 cm−1. It 
thus seems clear that fully planar 2D-SiC indeed is stable, and although its cohesive energy (PBE functional) is 
0.50 eV/atom lower than that of 3C-SiC (the main bulk SiC polymorphs have very similar energies37), that differ-
ence is smaller than that between silicene and monocrystalline Si (0.64 eV/at.).

Other properties. Further properties of 2D-SiC can be computationally predicted. In terms of electron irra-
diation stability, Si is too heavy to be displaced from the SiC structure at acceleration voltages below 100 kV. We 
calculated the displacement threshold energy Td for the C atom via DFT molecular dynamics (MD), described 
in detail previously33, 38–41. In brief, we estimated Td by increasing the starting out-of-plane kinetic energy of a 
selected C atom until it escaped the structure during the course of an MD simulation. For the structure shown 
in Fig. 2, the energy required to displace a C atom from the SiC patch is approximately 13.25 eV. Although this 

Figure 2. Elemental identification of the atoms within the SiC nanograin. (a) Crop of an unprocessed 
MAADF-STEM image. (b) Simplified atomic SiC model. (c) The experimental image with noise removed by a 
Gaussian blur (sigma = 0.28 Å), with higher intensities coloured towards white. (d) Crop of a quantitative image 
simulation of the SiC model (see text).

http://S4
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is higher than what can be transferred to a static nucleus, it is low enough that atomic vibrations can enable dis-
placements33, 41, 42 and bond rotations38. For a C atom in bulk 2D-SiC (7 × 7 supercell), the threshold is instead 
15.75 eV, leading to a negligible displacement probability by 60 keV electrons at room temperature. Thus a macro-
scopic flake of 2D-SiC should prove rather stable for low-voltage microscopy. We also calculated its bulk modulus 
by uniaxially straining the optimal 2D-SiC unit cell and finding the minimum of the resulting total energy curve, 
resulting in 98.3 GPa.

Figure 3. Local densities of electronic states (LDOS) for SiC nanograins of different sizes and for 2D-SiC. (a) 
LDOSes projected onto Si- or C-centred Wigner-Seitz cells of 2D-SiC compared to those of the SiC-like atoms 
in smaller patches embedded into graphene. (b) Structure models used for the LDOS projections (C atoms 
shown in black, Si in yellow; frame colours correspond to the filled area colours in (a).

Figure 4. The phonon band structure of 2D-SiC and the corresponding density of states (in-plane and out-of-
plane components are shown in red and blue, respectively).
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Finally, we estimated the C 1s and Si 2p core level binding energies of 2D-SiC via delta Kohn–Sham (ΔKS) 
total energy differences including an explicit core-hole43, 44 (Methods). The C 1s energy was calculated at 
283.265 eV and the Si 2p at 101.074 eV. Although the absolute values are sensitive to the accuracy of the descrip-
tion of core-hole screening, the energy separation C 1s – Si 2p of 182.19 eV should characterize 2D-SiC well.

Reactivity and bilayers. Considering the large charge transfer and unconventional hybridization of the 
flat structure, we suspected that 2D-SiC might be chemically reactive. To study this computationally, we first 
hydrogenated a monolayer of 2D-SiC with atomic H (in analogy to graphane45). The H preferentially bonds with 
C, with a formation energy of 0.79 eV with respect to the chemical potential of H2. However, a second H bonds 
to Si on the opposite side of the plane, resulting in a highly corrugated structure when the cell is allowed to relax, 
bringing the formation energy down to −1.23 eV. Thus, similar to silicene and phosphorene46, 47, 2D-SiC likely is 
unstable in air.

Finally, to estimate the stability of 2D-SiC in bilayers, we completed several calculations using a van der Waals 
exchange correlation functional48 (in the plane-wave mode, see Methods). First, we initialized a simulation with 
two 2D-SiC layers 4 Å apart in each of the five possible stacking orders (in analogy to hBN49). Although AB, AB’, 
A’B and AA stacking resulted in stable bilayers, the lowest energy (by 34, 41, 54 and 55 meV/atom, respectively) 
is obtained for AA’ stacking where the Si are located over the C and vice versa (Fig. 5a). Minimizing the forces 
brings the two layers to within 2.32 Å of each other, inducing a slight corrugation of the planes. The residual 
stresses of the unit cell indicate that its size prevents the structure from reaching its (three-dimensional) ground 
state, and analysis of the all-electron density between the layers clearly indicates covalent bonding (Fig. 5b), in 
almost perfect analogy to bilayer silicene50. This confirms that no van der Waals bonded layered equivalent of 
2D-SiC can exist, in agreement with its absence among the known phases of bulk SiC. However, when the other 
layer is instead either graphene (a 5 × 5 supercell of graphene has only a 0.5% lattice mismatch to a 4 × 4 supercell 
of 2D-SiC) or hBN (−1.4% mismatch), the equilibrium distances are ~3.5 Å (possibly slightly affected by the 
lattice mismatch in our simulation cell) with binding energies of ~56 meV per atom (finite-difference mode, see 
Methods), both consistent with van der Waals bonding. This suggests that encapsulation could be used to protect 
2D-SiC from the atmosphere without seriously affecting its properties.

Conclusions
In conclusion, our atomic resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy observations provide the first 
direct experimental indication that a two-dimensional form of silicon carbide may exist. Pores in graphene 
oxide act as templating spaces, with the electron beam effectively providing an energy input so that the Si-C 

Figure 5. Calculated equilibrium structures of bilayers of 2D-SiC with itself (a,b), graphene (c,d) and 
hexagonal boron nitride (hBN, (e,f)). (a,b) Two layers of 2D-SiC in AA’ stacking spontaneously bond covalently 
(all-electron charge density isosurface shown in the corner of the cell in (b)), resulting in an interlayer distance 
of 2.32 Å. When the other layer is graphene (c,d) or hBN (e,f), the equilibrium distances and binding energies 
are typical for van der Waals bonding. (Note that the resulting hBN structure is slightly buckled due to lattice 
mismatch in the simulation unit cell.).
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configuration space is explored. During this process, mobile adatoms of C and Si provide a chemical source. As 
revealed by extensive simulations, the ground state of bulk 2D-SiC is indeed completely planar, with sp2 hybrid-
ization of the Si–C bond. The large charge transfer from Si to C and the preference of Si for sp3 hybridization 
render the layer chemically reactive and unstable in bilayers, similar to several other 2D materials. However, our 
simulations indicate that bilayers of 2D-SiC with either graphene or hexagonal boron nitride are stable, making it 
a promising candidate for incorporation into layered van der Waals heterostructures51.

Methods
Sample preparation. Graphite powder (purity 99.9995%, 2–15 μm flakes, Alfa Aesar) was mixed into sul-
phuric acid, and then potassium permanganate and sodium nitrate added portion-wise. For the oxidation, water 
was added and the reaction mixture heated to 98 °C for 3 weeks. Terminating the reaction was followed by filter-
ing, washing, and drying. To exfoliate the resulting graphite oxide powder into single-layer flakes, it was mixed 
with deionized water, vigorously stirred for 24 h, followed by bath sonication for 3 h, tip sonication for 30 min, 
and finally bath sonication for a further 1 h. To prepare the TEM samples, a Au support grid covered with a holey 
carbon film (Quantifoil) was dipped into a water-based dispersion for 1 min and then rinsed in isopropanol and 
dried in air52.

Electron microscopy. The Nion UltraSTEM100 scanning transmission electron microscope was operated at 
60 kV in near-ultrahigh vacuum (~2 × 10−7 Pa). The beam current during the experiments was a few tens of pA, 
corresponding to a dose rate of approximately 1 × 107 e−/Å2s. The beam convergence semiangle was 35 mrad and 
the semi-angular range of the medium-angle annular dark field (MAADF) detector was 60–80 mrad.

Density functional theory. The larger cell calculations were conducted using the GPAW finite-difference 
mode with a 0.18 Å grid spacing and 3 × 3 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack k-points. For the plane-wave calculations, 
we used a cutoff energy of 600 eV (increased to 700 eV for the band structure) and 45 × 45 × 1 k-points. The 
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional was used to describe exchange and correlation, except for the bilayer 
simulations where we used the C09 van der Waals functional48.

For calculating the phonon band structure, we used instead the local density approximation (LDA) and a 
Γ-centred k-point mesh of 42 × 42 × 1 was used to sample the Brillouin zone. A fine computational grid spacing 
of 0.16 Å alongside strict convergence criteria for the structural relaxation (forces <10−5 eV/Å per atom) and the 
self-consistency cycle (change in eigenstates <10−3 eV2 per electron) ensured accurate forces.

For the core level calculations, an extra electron was introduced into the valence band to ensure charge neu-
trality, and supercells up to 9 × 9 in size used to confirm that spurious interactions between periodic images of the 
core hole were minimized. Although spin-orbit interaction was not included in the Si 2p calculation, its binding 
energy can be taken to correspond to the 2p3/2 level and a splitting of 0.63 eV inferred from theory.

Image simulation. Our QSTEM parameters were: chromatic aberration coefficient of 1 mm with an energy 
spread of 0.3 eV; spherical aberration coefficient of 1 μm; thermal diffuse scattering included via frozen phonon 
modelling with a temperature of 300 K; additional instabilities (such as sample vibration) simulated by blurring 
the resulting image (Gaussian kernel with a sigma of 0.39 Å); and the medium-angle annular dark-field detector 
angle range set to the experimental range of 60–80 mrad. Shot noise was removed from the filtered experimental 
image of Fig. 2c by blurring it with a Gaussian kernel (sigma of 0.28 Å).

Data availability. All data generated or analysed during this study are included in this published article and 
its Supplementary Information.
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